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Daebak Chi-Jeu Dak Challenge! Contest Terms and Conditions 
 
How to JOIN: 

1. Order our new Chi-Jeu Dak (ala carte / set). 
2. Snap a photo or a Boomerang video of your mouth fully stuffed with Chi-Jeu Dak 

together with the emptied plate as proof. 
3. Upload the photo or Boomerang video on Facebook or Instagram by 31

st
 December 

2016, 11.59pm. 
4. Add the hashtag #DubuYoChiJeuDak 
5. Tag @DubuYo.urbankoreanfood (Facebook) or @dubuyo_official (Instagram). 
6. Make sure your profile is set to public. 

 
Prizes: 
RM100 DubuYo Cash Voucher for Top 10 Creative Winners!  
 
Terms & Conditions: 

1. Each step must be completed for a valid submission. 
2. All submission must be received by 31

st
 December 2016, 11.59pm. 

3. Submission received after the deadline will be considered invalid. 
4. Upon tagging DubuYo’s social media accounts, DubuYo Sdn. Bhd., reserves the right 

to use the photo or Boomerang video for republishing and reposting purposes or any 
other purposes similar to those mentioned. 

5. Top 10 most creative photo or Boomerang video will be chosen as winners. All steps 
will be taken into account. Judges’ decisions are final. 

6. Winners will be announced within the second week of January 2017. 
7. The prizes will be mailed via courier to the winners. 
8. Chosen winners must PM their personal detail (full name as per IC, contact number 

and mailing address), failure to do so results in forfeit of prize. The prize will go to the 
next best post. 

9. DubuYo Sdn. Bhd. reserves the right to cancel or amend the contest and these terms 
and conditions without prior notice. Any changes to the contest will be notified via 
Facebook and Instagram. 

10. DubuYo Sdn. Bhd. will not be responsible for entries not received for whatever 
reason, such as private privacy settings, mistyped hashtag, etc. 

11. The prizes are not transferable and no cash alternative to the prizes will be offered. 
12. There are no limits to the number of submission per person. 
13. Participation is subject to participant’s own capacity. DubuYo Sdn Bhd will no be held 

liable for any consequences.  

 


